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 Raptors, for better and worse, are different in 
two ways:

1. Usually larger than other birds – therefore 
easier to photograph

2. Usually further away than other birds –
therefore harder to photograph



 Problem:  Getting the bird sharp

 Tip: Shutter speed <=1/3000 sec.

 My initial settings: f/7 range; ISO 800-1600; 
~1/3000 sec. (assuming good light)

 Focus methods: Back button (my preference), 
AI-Servo/AF-C (or equivalent on your camera)

 Debate over what focus point or group to use –
probably doesn’t matter much



 Option 1: Manual - Set both shutter speed and f/stop 
(usually in f/5.6 – f/8 range) as desired; test exposure on 
object that is same luminance as birds you’ll likely be 
shooting

 Option 2: Shutter priority – Set shutter speed as desired; let 
camera set f/stop; do test shot, as above

 Option 3: Aperture preferred – Set desired aperture and 
adjust ISO until shutter speed <= 1/3000 sec.; do test shot, 
as above

 In any case, adjust ISO so that shutter speed is fast enough 
(know your camera’s maximum noise free ISO) or if daring 
use auto ISO



 Using A or P modes may give unpredictable 
results: Why? Because the camera looks at the 
whole scene, and if the background changes, 
your exposure will change. (Possible to use A 
and P, but more challenging.)



If A or P mode, would likely 
get underexposed bird –
Wayne used Manual 
exposure mode

Peregrine and TV: WG



 Because frequently shooting at relatively high 
ISO, noise in the file can be an issue

 Consider noise reduction software, such as 
Topaz DeNoise AI (a Photoshop plug in that 
many of us find effective)



 Getting the right exposure

 Tip: Do a test shot of similar tone (e.g., if shooting 
bird with white in it, use a white sign or building)

 If Manual, dial in proper f/stop and shutter speed 
(adjusting ISO to keep shutter speed at least as fast 
as 1/3000; set ISO in the 640 to 2000 range)

 If Aperture priority, adjust exposure compensation

 Keep your eye on changing light (e.g., setting or 
rising sun, cloud cover)

 As always—Check your histogram and blinkies



White sign properly exposed

White sign underexposed



Allows you to get the wing position you want





30 
degrees

30 degrees

Ideal conditions

Sun at your back

Wind at your 
back or from the 
side

Birds like to roost and land into the wind.



500 mm, f/6.3, 1/3200 sec., ISO 800



f/6.3, 1/4000 sec., ISO 2500

f/8.0, 1/3200 sec., ISO 2500

For ISO this high, you’ll need a 
denoise program

Peregrine and Red-tail: WG



f/7.1, 1/3200 sec., ISO 2500

f/7.1, 1/3200 sec., ISO 1000

Bald (immature) and Osprey: WG



Wind at my 
back→

Wind in my face





Sun and wind at 
my back



f/9, 1/3200 sec., ISO 800, 104 mm



 1st Watchung Ridge, looking NE

 Afternoon light, with sun in the west

 Ideally wind from the west (or northwest), 
forming nice updraft along the ridge



 Know your subject’s habits (e.g., favorite perch)

 Use a long lens (400 mm or more)

 Use a fast shutter speed to stop motion (1/3000 sec. 
or faster)

 Wind and sun at your back (for starters)

 Eliminate distractions in your shot (e.g., soft, out of 
focus background is good)

--------------------------------------------------------------------

 If birds are migrating too high, then…

 Take out your binoculars and enjoy the day



 Feel free to email queries to witt48@gmail.com

 Consider NJ Audubon’s Scherman-Hoffman 
Sanctuary’s digital photography course

 Camera Naturalists Photo Club – NJ’s only 
nature-only photography club 
(http://www.cameranaturalist.org/)
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